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Research Question
How do infants recognize non-local predicate-argument relations, such as those in filler-gap 
dependencies?

(1) Which dog did the cat bump __ ?
(2) Show me the dog that the cat bumped __.

► 15-month-olds behave as if they comprehend WH-questions (1) and relative clauses (2) 
[1, 2]. But do they represent the dependency between the filler and the gap in these 
sentences?

Overall Analysis
Analyzed 3-second window following offset of each audio stimulus: uninformative audio 
(Salience Window), first repetition of test question (Test Window 1), and second repetition of 
test question (Test Window 2)

• For both WH-questions and relative clauses, a 2x3 ANOVA (proportion looks to monkey-
agent ~ gap site * window) found no main effects and no interactions

Results
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Unexpected success at 15 months does not reflect adult-representations, but rather a non-
adult-like parsing heuristic based on developing verb knowledge [2]:

• 15-month-olds notice that a predicted direct object for the verb is missing and search for 
its referent in the discourse, without linking the filler to the gap

• 20-month-olds attempt to parse the full filler-gap dependency, but have difficulty resolving 
this dependency online in that-relatives: filler is harder to identify or retrieve from memory

► Prediction: 15-month-olds will succeed only if they know enough verbs to deploy their 
parsing heuristic, so performance at this age should depend on vocabulary

Hypothesis

U-Shaped Learning Trajectory
15-month-olds out-perform 20-month-olds on a preferential looking test of filler-gap 
dependency comprehension [2]

• 15-month-olds: success on both WH-questions and relative clauses
• 20-month-olds: success on only WH-questions and who-relatives, failure on that-relatives

► Infants are using different strategies to process these sentences at these two ages

Which dog 
did the cat 
bump__?

Audio Video

Familiarization
Look, feeding! Somebody’s feeding somebody. brown monkey feeds frog (6.8s)
Look, more feeding! Somebody’s feeding 
somebody! frog feeds black monkey (6.8s)

Salience Now look, they’re different! both videos on loop (6.8s)

Test
Which monkey is the frog feeding?* both videos on loop (6.8s)
Which monkey is the frog feeding?* blank screen (4s)
silence both videos on loop (6.8s)

Vocabulary Analysis
Conducted a linear regression predicting looks to target based on age in days, and log-
transformed total vocabulary from parental report on Words and Sentences MCDI [3]

• For both WH-questions and relative clauses, a significant regression equation 
was found for Test Window 1 but no other windows (WH: F(2, 29) = 4.658, p < 0.018, R2 = 0.243; 
RC: F(2, 29) = 4.053, p < 0.028, R2 = 0.218)

• Vocabulary is a significant predictor (WH: t = 3.044, p < 0.005; RC: t = 2.815, p < 0.009)
• Age in days is not a significant predictor

Fig. 3 Looks to target by vocabulary, 
Test Window 1

WH-Questions

Relative Clauses

Looking Timecourse
Visualized vocabulary effect by conducting a median split on vocabulary and plotted the 
timecourse of proportion looks to the monkey-agent by vocabulary group

• During or shortly after the first test question, high-vocabulary infants who heard a subject 
WH-question or relative clause looked more at the agent, and high-vocabulary infants who 
heard an object WH-question or relative clause looked more at the patient

• Low-vocabulary infants did not show this same pattern

Fig. 4 Looks to monkey-agent by gap location and vocabulary

Discussion

Accounting for Vocabulary Effect
We find predicted effect of vocabulary on 15-month-olds’ performance: high-vocabulary infants 
succeed at both WH-questions and relative clauses, but low-vocabulary infants do not

• Consistent with hypothesis that 15-month-olds use a parsing heuristic based on verb 
knowledge, rather than adult-like representations of filler-gap dependencies

• Higher vocabulary is a proxy for more verb knowledge, which means improved ability to 
identify transitive clause structure and notice predicted but missing arguments (see also [4])

► But also consistent with other accounts: perhaps 15-month-olds actually do parse the full 
filler-gap dependency, but parsing is facilitated by knowing more words in the sentence

Future Directions
Can we find more direct evidence that 15-month-olds do not represent the dependency 
between the filler and the gap, and that 20-month-olds do?

(3) Which dog did the cat bump __?
(4) *Which dog did the cat bump him?

• 15-month-olds should not be surprised to hear a WH-object question with a filled gap: 
argument structure requirements of transitive verb are locally satisfied

• 20-month-olds should be surprised: they represent the filler as an argument of the verb, 
and should notice that these sentences have too many arguments
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64 15-month-olds (14;15-15;15, mean: 14;29) tested in a 2x2 between-subjects design: 
sentence type (WH-question / relative clause) by gap site (subject / object)

Examine predicted effect of vocabulary on 15-month-olds’ comprehension of WH-questions 
and relative clauses, using a preferential looking test based on [2]

• Modified to reduce memory demands: looped events played simultaneously in split-screen 
during test phase, so infants do not need to remember events in order to answer question

Current Study

Which monkey 
is the frog 

feeding __?

Fig. 2 Sample Trial Structure

Fig. 1 Sample Test Sentences
*Test sentences differ by condition

Goal Design

► 6 trials using the same familiar transitive verbs as [2], with order counterbalanced: 
bump, hug, kiss, feed, tickle, wash

Subject Object
WH-question Which monkey is feeding the frog? Which monkey is the frog feeding?
Relative Clause Find the monkey that’s feeding the frog. Find the monkey that the frog is feeding.

WH-Questions

Relative Clauses

[[which dog] did [the cat [bump __]]]
SUBJOBJ V

20 months15 months

[ ... [the cat [bump __]]]
SUBJ V ??

question offset
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